Call for Papers

“Quality as a Business Strategy”

The Journal for Healthcare Quality (JHQ) is seeking high-quality original research, quality improvement, and systematic review manuscripts for the 2020 special issue, which will focus on Quality as a Business Strategy.

JHQ is seeking manuscripts that focus on quality as a business strategy across the healthcare continuum. Welcome are theoretical, systematic reviews, quality improvement, and rigorous research manuscripts. Of particular interest are manuscripts in which healthcare leaders articulate how initiatives translate into operating margins and growth for their institutions. At an industry level, desired are research manuscripts that demonstrate a relationship between an investment in quality and associated improvement in outcomes.

Dr. Cathy Duquette, Executive Vice President, Nursing Affairs and Dr. Nidia Williams, Vice President, Operational Excellence both of Lifespan in Providence, Rhode Island will serve as co-guest editors for this special issue. Inquiries about the special issue can be made either to Dr. Duquette at cduquette@lifespan.org or Dr. Williams at nwilliams4@lifespan.org

Manuscript submissions for the special issue are due by June 1, 2019. Please follow our author guidelines and submit manuscripts electronically through the JHQ Editorial Manager system at http://www.editorialmanager.com/JHQ and select the category “Special Topics Series.” Please include a cover letter stating that you would like the manuscript considered for the special issue on “Quality as a Business Strategy.”
About the Journal:

JHQ, a peer-reviewed journal, is an official publication of the National Association for Healthcare Quality. JHQ is a professional forum that continuously advances healthcare quality practice in a diverse and changing environment, and is the first choice for creative and scientific solutions in the pursuit of healthcare quality. The mission of JHQ is to advance the art and science of healthcare quality. Its audience is professionals dedicated to promoting healthcare treatment and services that are safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, equitable, and evidence-based across the continuum of care.

The Journal publishes scholarly articles targeted to leaders of all healthcare settings, leveraging applied research and producing practice, timely, and impactful evidence in healthcare system transformation. For more information about the Journal and author guidelines, please visit www.jhqonline.com